
TAS83023.C253 
NOVA US King Bed

Hand-veneered in rustic oak and seen in the striking 
Dawn finish, The NOVA King Bed is a pleasing statement 
piece for your bedroom. The Alhambra Arch herringbone 
designed headboard and mirrored herringbone parquetry 
on the side rails give this bed a heavenly vibe.

811/4 x 841/2 x 70 in   |   206.4 x 214.9 x 177.8 cm

TAS50081.C253 
NOVA Drawer Side Table

NOVA’s two-tiered rectangular side table 
joined by tapered oak legs displays an infinite 
radial designed top. With a frieze drawer 
accented with mirrored herringbone parquetry 
in our Dawn finish and Verde Bronze handle, 
this piece’s originality really shines through.

29 x 191/2 x 24 in   |   73.7 x 49.8 x 61 cm

TAS60038.C253 
NOVA Chest Of Drawers

NOVA’s Chest Of Drawers, seen in our Dawn 
finish with an exquisite mirrored herringbone 
oak parquetry design, includes three oak 
sculpted drawers with Verde Bronze finished 
knobs and beautifully tapered oak legs.

46 x 20 x 373/4 in   |   117.1 x 50.8 x 96.1 cm

TAS60036.C253 
NOVA Dresser

A luminary moment, NOVA’s architecturally detailed 
oak parquetry dresser fitted with six hand-veneered 
drawers is an ideal piece for your bedroom. The 
Dawn finish pairs immaculately with the tapered oak 
legs and fine Verde Bronze handles.

631/2 x 20 x 373/4 in   |   161.4 x 50.8 x 96.1 cm

TAS60039.C254 
NOVA Two Tier Night Stand

Nova’s Two Tier Nightstand, seen in our 
Dusk finish, displays an oak parquetry top 
that is mirrored on the two shelves below. 
It also includes a beautifully crafted frieze 
drawer finished with a mirrored herringbone 
pattern and fine Verde Bronze handle.

29 x 191/2 x 28 in   |   73.7 x 49.7 x 71.1 cm
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TAS83024.1BUT 
NOVA US King Bed II

An undeniable super NOVA, this rustic oak design of the NOVA King 
Bed, seen in our Dusk finish, captures the essence of a classic silhouette, 
with a hand-carved starburst design. Featuring an upholstered panel 
headboard with a framed oak side rail and tapered finished leg.

811/2 x 85 x 60 in   |   207.3 x 216.1 x 152.4 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUT) 
Trim: None

*Available in multiple fabrics and COM.

TAS44018.1BUT
NOVA Bench

The perfect addition to the foot of any bed, this rustic oak bench, 
pictured in the Dusk finish, stands on tapered oak legs and 
features a refined upholstered seat.

62 x 17 x 17 in   |   157.5 x 43.2 x 43.2 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUT) 
Trim: None

*Available in multiple fabrics and COM

TAS60041.C253 
NOVA Two Drawers Night Stand

A new bright star in the world of nightstands, this Dawn 
finished mirrored herringbone oak parquetry nightstand 
on tapered legs offers two frieze inspired drawers with 
Verde Bronze handles. Supported by two tier stretcher 
shelves, the starburst on the front is one of a kind.

24 x 19 x 281/2 in   |   61.2 x 48.5 x 72.4 cm

NOVA US KING BED II - TAS83024.1BUT

NOVA TWO DRAWERS NIGHT STAND - TAS60041.C254

NOVA ROUND SIDE TABLE - TAS50078.C254

NOVA BENCH - TAS44018.1BUT

CLAUD UPHOLSTERED CHAIR - 5213

NOVA COLLECTION
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TAS83025.1BUS 
NOVA Canopy Bed US King

Crafted from oak and displayed in the Dawn Finish, the 
impressive NOVA Poster Bed is an instant classic with its 
popular poster bed frame. Hand-carved oak solids and mirrored 
herringbone marquetry with an upholstered panel on the 
headboard and footboard, this bed will surely make a statement 
in your bedroom. Finished on a finely tapered oak leg.

811/4 x 87 x 90 in   |   206.4 x 221 x 228.6 cm 
Upholstered in Draper Performance - UP5409 (1BUS)  
Trim: None

*Available in multiple fabrics and COM.

TAS60040.C253 
NOVA Night Stand

A Dusk finished oak carved nightstand with dual 
complimenting mirrored herringbone parquetry on 
the front of two frieze drawers. Accented with Verde 
Bronze finished handles and tapered oak legs.

36 x 191/2 x 28 in   |   91.7 x 49.7 x 71.1 cm

TAS60042.C254 
NOVA Long Dresser

The ideal dresser for those who need extra storage, 
seen here in our Bay finish, NOVA’s hand-carved solid 
oak long dresser includes six drawers with mirrored 
herringbone starburst parquetry finished with Verde 
Bronze handles on classically tapered oak legs.

72 x 30 x 33 in   |   182.9 x 76.2 x 83.8 cm

TAS60043.C254 
NOVA Chest Of Drawers II

Modernly rustic, the NOVA Chest of Drawers II is 
the perfect accent piece for your home. With three 
Bay finished mirrored herringbone oak parquetry 
drawers, classically tapered legs, and six Verde 
Bronze finish handles, this hand-carved chest will 
complement a number of different styles.

38 x 20 x 28 in   |   96.5 x 50.8 x 71.1 cm
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TAS60037.C253 
NOVA Tall Chest

A statement piece for any bedroom, NOVA’s 
Tall Chest, seen in our Dawn finish with mirrored 
herringbone oak parquetry is displayed on a 
tapered oak leg with five deep drawers with 
Verde Bronze finished handles.

36 x 20 x 551/4 in   |   91.7 x 50.8 x 140.5 cm

TAS61044.C253 
NOVA Wardrobe

Double oak mirrored herringbone parquetry 
doors, the NOVA Wardrobe is built with attention 
and care. Adorned with our elegant Verde Bronze 
knobs and resting upon a tapered leg for added 
support. Seen here in Dawn Finish.

38 x 18 x 82 in   |   96.5 x 45.7 x 208.3 cm
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TAS71016.C254 
NOVA Desk

A divine place to write and work, this delicately 
crafted writing desk maintains a starburst patterned 
oak parquetry design from top to bottom. The NOVA 
desk possesses a central drawer flanked by two further 
additions. Shown upon a tapered oak leg with Verde 
Bronze finished handles. Seen here in Dusk finish.

591/2 x 26 x 30 in   |   151.1 x 66 x 76.2 cm

TAS63012.C253 
NOVA Bookcase

The NOVA Bookcase is a bold take on a classic favorite. Seen 
here in our Dawn finish with quintessential tapered legs, beautiful 
herringbone oak parquetry on the back panel and hand-crafted 
veneer shelves. With two frieze drawers and a Verde Bronze finished 
handle, this statement piece is a shining light within this collection.

65 x 16 x 79 in   |   165.1 x 40.6 x 200.7 cm
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Detail of TAS60040.C253

DUSK Finish (C254)

DAWN Finish (C253)
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